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ABSTRACT When Bridget Driscoll, a 44-year-old mother of two died after being struck by a motor vehicle, considered to be the first motor vehicle fatality in UK and possibly the world, the coroner stated 'I trust this sort of nonsense will never happen again'. Sadly, the coroner, medical practitioners and general public would be deeply and repeatedly disappointed. It was 1896. Motor vehicles were a curiosity. Drivers did not undergo any form of testing, be it medical fitness, driving ability or otherwise, and there were no licensing regulatory agencies. By 2010, road injury was the ninth most common cause of death globally (1.3 million deaths per annum) and dementia the fourth most common in high income countries. By 2030 the number of all licensed UK drivers who are 65 years or older will increase by almost 50% to almost one in every four drivers. The juxtaposition of driving with dementia in an ageing population is not already a contentious social, political and medical issue, it certainly will become so.
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HEALTHY AGEING

To achieve healthy ageing as a global public health goal, individuals need to maintain their mobility within their community. This is only possible with viable transport options that include driving. Public transport is infrequently used by people aged 65–75 years, and the longer the trip, the more likely a private car will be taken.

Older people are increasing as a proportion of road users, are more likely to have dementia and are over-represented in fatal and serious crashes. Achieving healthy ageing therefore has the potential to undermine our ability to maintain one of the ten great public health achievements of the twentieth century, that is, the significant reduction in motor vehicle-related deaths. Motor vehicle safety has improved due to our combined efforts addressing vehicle engineering, safer roads, driver ability and behaviours (e.g. the use of seat belts, drink driving). Further improvements in all these areas would make driving safer even for people with dementia.

DRIVING WITH DEMENTIA

It is not surprising there are discordant views about if and when older drivers should cease driving, especially if diagnosed with dementia. There is also an emerging debate about who is responsible for these decisions, and how they are made should be made. The existing research evidence base raises more questions than answers. The most recent Cochrane Review of driving assessment for maintaining mobility and safe driving with dementia concludes ‘there is no randomised evidence to indicate whether neuropsychological, on-road or other assessment of driving ability can help support safe drivers remain mobile, or to reduce crashes’. If we accept a ‘community road safety first’ argument and stopped all patients with dementia (irrespective of severity) from driving, in the parlance of ‘number needed to treat’, for every six crashes that were prevented, 121 people who would not have had a crash would also have been stopped from driving. However, in most developed countries, the ability to drive is a cultural statement of vitality and the possession of a licence critical to personal identity. Many of the people who had to stop driving would find it an unacceptable approach; this is evident in our patients, referred for cognitive assessment and diagnosis who fear losing permission to drive.

Perhaps our ageing society is willing to take more risk as a whole than medical practitioners. We practise medicine in order to restore health and protect from harm. It is widely accepted that some people with early dementia are safe to drive and driving is important for well-being. An enlightened society perhaps considers the injustice
of removing a person’s licence unnecessarily to be more important than the potential risk of harm (of having people with dementia continuing to drive). Consider the example of how countries determine the blood alcohol levels for drivers; these range from 0% to 0.08% and imply a measure of the risk appetite in those communities.

THE ROLE OF PHYSICIANS

And here we sit as physicians on the horns of several dilemmas. What is the role of the physician in this emotionally charged debate? How do we assist our patients and their families to deal with this complex issue? How do we achieve an acceptance of the decision to drive or not? Do we advocate for community safety in the absence of research evidence and stop all people with dementia from driving? Or do we advocate for maintaining the rights of an individual and support continuing to drive because of its significant emotional context and impact on well-being? Several factors must be considered.

First, provide the patient with an understanding of their specific risks of driving. This requires identifying the nature and degree of the cognitive impairments associated with their dementia in the context of any additional physical limitations and visual impairment. Generalities do not serve the patient well.

Older people, because of their frailty, are more likely to die than younger drivers in a motor vehicle crash. Fatalities per distance driven is higher in those aged 70 years and older compared to 18–24 year olds. Based on overall crash occurrences per year, older drivers have fewer crashes than younger drivers, largely owing to a reduction in driving miles. However, when matched for driving distance per annum, most drivers aged 75 years and above were safer than all other drivers. The absolute crash rates in older people are very low, only one-third of the rate in younger drivers (600 and 1,934 per 100 million person-trips respectively).

Age is not a predictive factor of an increased crash risk, however the presence of dementia is associated with a two to five times greater crash rate than aged-matched controls. The risk of crashing for a driver with Alzheimer’s disease rises above that of teenage males after three years post-disease onset. Specific crash rate data is lacking for other causes of dementia. However, impairments of insight, attention and problem solving seen in fronto-temporal dementia and the visuospatial difficulties in Lewy body disease would be likely to lead to earlier driving cessation.

Second, ascertain the extent and domains of cognitive change as these relate to driving. The evidence on clinical assessments of driving ability remains equivocal at least in early dementia. There is extensive literature addressing the question of driving assessment and competence. However, there is little agreement on what is best practice in the setting of dementia. Screening all older drivers remains controversial. The gold standard of on-road assessment is expensive and lacks an accepted criteria, with considerable variation in terms of vehicles, routes and tasks. There are a myriad of office-based tests and suites of tests, none of which have enough clinical research evidence to make specific recommendations. The published research has investigated cognitive measures, measures of behavioural response to driving and carer/family impression, but as yet cannot provide any recommendations for office-based tools to define safe or unsafe driving.

Some advocate for office-based testing, such as Trails B (assesses attentional switching) as a method for triaging those patients requiring referral for more detailed assessment. This could be useful in environments where access to on-road assessment is limited by expense or availability. Others suggest the Maze Test (assesses planning, executive and visuospatial function) as a useful clinical guide to the risk of driving with dementia or the Usefulness Field of Vision (computer-based test of visual scanning and attention), but this is of limited practical utility as it requires highly specialised equipment.

Third, recognise that the skills for safe driving will vary with age, cognition and driving conditions. Safety is a matrix of conditions such as traffic complexity, driver fatigue, road conditions and weather that are not constant between settings or patients. For example, the differences between driving on freeways and in metropolitan areas as opposed to rural roads and regional areas are profound and amplified in dark and rainy conditions.

Fourth, understand that withdrawal from driving has significant adverse consequences for the patient. For any person this is associated with losses of self-esteem, identity and confidence. In persons with dementia it is associated with risk of social disengagement, a higher risk of pedestrian injury and potentially avoidance of medical care. It has also been associated with earlier entrance to nursing home care. Older patients require transport mobility to meet their healthcare needs and unnecessary restriction will have deleterious effects on their independence. A survey of non-drivers in Victoria, Australia, reported that a lack of transport alternatives resulted in at least half of the surveyed 225 non-driver older people foregoing social events and opportunities to visit family and friends.

Fifth, the majority of older people reduce the complexity of their driving journeys or cease on their own accord. So a compassionate approach is not necessarily dangerous.
Women are more likely to self-regulate than men.\textsuperscript{20} Some people with dementia, depending on their level of insight, will choose to stop driving or self-regulate and limit where and when they drive.\textsuperscript{20} The Dubinsky et al. (1992) study of 67 people with dementia compared to 100 controls found the majority (67\%) had ceased voluntarily or with family insistence.\textsuperscript{22}

Sixth, an overly officious approach to this aspect of living with dementia may create the inadvertent consequence of deterring people from seeking medical advice for early diagnosis. Up to a third of family members and people with dementia found that driving withdrawal had a much greater impact on them than expected.\textsuperscript{18,23} As legislation moves to a more publicised and rigid approach to driving with dementia this may deter families and people with cognitive symptoms from seeking a timely diagnosis.

Patients with dementia and family care-givers overwhelmingly prefer their general practitioner or medical specialist be the one to tell the person to cease driving.\textsuperscript{21} This does not make the task easy, nor does it dissipate the feelings of anger, confusion and depression. The issue of driving is emotionally charged and there are real risks that a rigid approach to licence withdrawal will damage the doctor-patient relationship and reduce willingness to access healthcare, leading to poorer health outcomes.

Seventh, context in evaluating risks and benefits is vital. This requires understanding and balancing the biopsychosocial model of healthcare for the individual, alongside public health for the population and the values of society as a whole. The use of public transport is not as accessible for older people with co-morbid conditions that cause physical or functional disability. The impact of restricting patients residing in rural and regional areas is substantially different to those living in metropolitan areas, and rural settings often have fewer hazards to negotiate while driving. The risk to others in the population exposed is much smaller in a rural setting and the availability of alternative transportation is much more limited.

**CONCLUSION**

Our listing of factors to consider may help. However, the most important role the physician has is engaging in this debate. Remaining a passive observer when there is a policy vacuum with a limited research evidence base and a popular media that continue to highlight older drivers as unsafe is not consistent with contemporary clinical leadership. If we continue to stand silent, we do so to the detriment of people with dementia. Our choices are plain, though perhaps unpalatable. In the absence of a robust evidence base demonstrating substantial harm we should accept the responsibility and risk as a medical practitioner to navigate and support our patients through this difficult situation, much as one would in discussing the use of warfarin in atrial fibrillation, but with the added complication that some of the potential adverse effects will be felt by a third party and not the patient alone. At times we will get it right and other times horribly wrong, but our decision-making process should be transparent, rational and individualised. Alternatively we could support an individual’s rights and responsibility to make this decision by themself, accepting that the person with dementia and their family may be best placed to balance the potential risks.

Until we have driverless cars, or robust clinical trial data, how we deliberate and approach the decision about where we draw the line for driving with dementia will be a reflection of our maturity as a physician serving our society. Be aware that you are not passively contributing to a nanny state for grannies.

Joseph Ibrahim has also contributed to an educational video on this topic, available on Youtube (www.youtube.com/watch?v=4F9z8mPhtw)
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